Rich Communication Suite Enabler

plus integration with your existing VoIP services

Join the next generation telecom market and offer services that are blend the best features of
Skype, Viber and WhatsApp.
All free services go through our Vippie RCS Cloud while paid ones go through your softswitch.

What do we offer?
We provide fully branded, custom made mobile and desktop softphones and:
If you are new to VoIP - Full new setup comprising a RCS Cloud partition plus a dedicated
softswitch (rental or purchase model) with billing for voice and SMS termination and additional
services.
If you already have a VoIP service - Partition in the RCS Cloud and integration with your
existing VoIP system.
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Branded RCS mobile and desktop clients

RCS services
HD quality voice calls, using the best audio engine with OPUS codec
High quality video calls with VP8 codec
Support for ICE technology for NAT traversals and peer to peer communication
Chat, instant messaging, group chats
PUSH notification
Geo location sharing
Multimedia sharing
Presence and Social Profile
Avatars

Beyond RCS
Search friends directory
Multidevice support
Log in by email or phone number
Log in by an ID (username)

RCS
Multidevice
- one account
- shared phonebooks
- call forking

Mac & Windows PC
iPad & Android tablets
iPhone & Android

Voice calls to non RCS users (phone numbers in PSTN)
SMSes
DIDs (virtual phone numbers)
Support for packages (plans)
Top up via in app purchase, paypal, credit card and other payment methods

The softphones are fully branded with your name, logo and custom set of graphics. They are
prepared as binaries ready for uploading to the Appstore and Google Play under your account or
to other stores.
The SIP settings for OFFNET are configured to be fully compliant with your softswitch or IMS
specifications. The softphones have been tested with all the most widely known VoIP equipment
vendors.

1.

Sign in process – a new account can be created using a phone number or service ID and
email, with Cloud verification via sms and email, respectively. When a new account is provisioned the Cloud connects to the OFFNET system via a web-based API and calls the method responsible for creating a new account. The username and phone number or email are
passed.

The password stored on the Cloud is always different to the one created in the OFFNET
system. The process can vary depending on the platform and the details are agreed during
the setup.

2.

Log in process – if a provider has an existing VoIP service and would like to share the
accounts, the RCS Cloud can use the external authentication when a user logs in for the first
time with a username and password. If successful, then the same account will be used for
OFFNET calls as is used in other VoIP services. The username is used as a service ID for
ONNET services and the password is never stored on the RCS Cloud.
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PINless service providers can extend their services by letting their users make VoIP calls if they are
on a good bandwidth network and automatically make calls through an access number (PINless
call through) when there is no or poor internet connectivity.
On the first start of the application it goes through a phone number verification process via SMS or
a callback call. When verified, the Cloud connects to the 3rd party API and gets the SIP credentials
associated with the phone number. The credentials are then passed to the softphone and used for
VoIP calls and SMS to OFFNET numbers (the login details are never revealed to the user).
The softphone downloads the list of access numbers offered in different countries and when there
is no internet or quality drops below an acceptable level it uses the built-in Callthrough functionality.
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The RCS Cloud offers a set of reports on current usage which include data on ONNET traffic,
the number of provisioned accounts, etc.

If you are planning to join the RCS market and offer cutting edge communication services to your
users under your own brand but would rather outsource the technical part, we offer a complete
managed service. Our team will configure and maintain the whole platform for you, provide daily
reports, perform daily operations from uploading the latest rates to adding new routes. And most
importantly, we guarantee 99.99% uptime.

